### Description

Based on the International Building Code (IBC), this updated and expanded edition of the industry standard covers today’s diverse materials, regulations and requirements, specification formats, and more. Just as detailed as the specifications it explains, this comprehensive *Second Edition* provides all the critical information necessary for completing contract documents, all organized in a quick-reference format.

### About the Author

MARYROSE McGOWAN, AIA, teaches interior architecture at the Rhode Island School of Design in Providence, Rhode Island, and is Editor in Chief of Interior Graphic Standards.

### New to Edition

- Almost 200 new illustrations and photographs, and 80 additional pages
- Updated to meet the latest International Building Code and ADA requirements
- Material "sustainability" and indoor air quality considered throughout
• New coverage on residential contracts and finishes

• New chapter on building systems and performance explains the integration of structural systems

• Expanded coverage of interior finishes and new consideration of alternative materials

FEATURES

• Outstanding learning resource that also works as an instant access guide for information needed to administer the procurement of contracts for furniture, furnishings and equipment

• Provides comprehensive coverage of all legal, regulatory, contractual, construction, and material issues critical to successful tenant improvement work

• Includes a specifications checklist for each product or material

• Presents practice-specific selection criteria for all types of interior spaces, including retail, health care, hospitality, and general office design

• Excellent resource for students preparing for the NCIDQ exam

• Valuable text for both interior design and architecture students

To purchase this product, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9780471692614